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1AbstrAct.
Detailed experimental studies of ion heat transport have been carried out in JET exploiting the 
upgrade of Active Charge Exchange Spectroscopy and the availability of multi-frequency ICRH 
with 3He minority. The determination of ion threshold and stiffness offers unique opportunities for 
validation of the well-established theory of Ion Temperature Gradient driven modes. Ion stiffness 
is observed to decrease strongly in presence of toroidal rotation when the magnetic shear is suf-
ficiently low. This effect is dominant with respect to the well-known wExB threshold up-shift and 
plays a major role in enhancing core confinement in Hybrid regimes and Ion Internal Transport 
Barriers. The effects of Te/Ti and s/q on ion threshold are found rather weak in the domain explored. 
Quasi-linear fluid/gyro-fluid and linear/non-linear gyro-kinetic simu lations have been carried out. 
Whilst threshold predictions show good match with experimental observations, some significant 
discrepancies are found on the stiffness behaviour.
1. IntroductIon
Ion heat transport has been early addressed by extensive theoretical treatment [e.g.1-4], however the 
lack of well resolved ion temperature diagnostics has hindered until recently a precise experimental 
characterization and therefore a thorough theory validation.
The JET tokamak (R =
 2.96m, a =
 1m) [5] is equipped with high quality active Charge Ex change 
Spectroscopy (CX) [6] for ion temperature (Ti) and toroidal rotation (wt) measurements and a 
multi-frequency Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH) for flexible and fairly localized ion 
heating using (3He)-D minority scheme [7]. These tools, to gether with JET’s large size and low 
normalized ion gyro-radius, make it an ideal device to perform on ions studies of threshold and 
stiffness as earlier performed on electrons [8-9]. 
Ion Temperature Gradient (ITGs) modes feature a threshold in the inverse ion tempera ture 
gradient length (R/LTi =
 R|∇Ti|/Ti, with R the tokamak major radius) above which the  ion heat 
flux (qi) increases strongly with R/LTi. This property leads to stiffness of Ti profiles with re spect to 
changes in heating profiles. The level of stiffness characterizes how strongly Ti pro files are tied to the 
threshold. The threshold value is theoretically predicted to decrease with increasing Te/Ti and with 
decreasing s/q [2,4], whilst the effect of rotation results mainly in a threshold up-shift according 
to the well-known “Waltz” quenching rule [10]. Ion stiffness is not often specifically addressed in 
theoretical literature, in particular no systematic investiga tion of the parametric dependence of 
ion stiffness is to our knowledge available. In cases where ion stiffness has been evaluated by non-
linear gyro-kinetic simulations, it is generally reported that ions are characterized by a rather high 
level of stiffness [e.g.11-13].
In this paper, we review the main results on ion threshold and stiffness obtained in JET in the 
last five years and the intense validation effort carried out by using quasi-linear fluid/gyro-fluid 
models and linear/non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations. Sect.2 describes the experimental set-up, 
Sect.3 the role of rotational and magnetic shear, Sect.4 the role of Te/Ti and s/q, Sect.5 presents the 
conclusions and their implications and provides some indications for future work.
22. ExpErImEntAl sEt-up
Experimentally the identification of the ITG threshold and stiffness requires a scan of the core qi at 
constant edge qi, to keep edge properties constant, whilst maintaining reasonably un changed other 
plasma parameters. Heat fluxes are predicted by theory to follow a gyro-Bohm scaling, so that qi 
can be written in a general way as [14]
(1)
where qi
res is the residual flux (basically the neoclassical flux), ni the ion density, q the safety factor, 
B the magnetic field, e the electron charge, ri =
 (mi Ti)
1/2/eB, mi the ion mass and H the Heaviside 
step function. Eq.(1) will be referred to in the following as Critical Gradient Model (CGM), R/
LTicrit as threshold and cs as stiffness coefficient. From the curve of the gyro-Bohm normalized flux 
qi
GB vs R/LTi, the threshold can be identified as the intercept at neoclassical flux and the stiffness 
coefficient can be inferred from the slope. To allow comparison with previous work on electrons, 
in this paper f(R/LTi) is assumed linear, so qi is quad ratic in R/LTi. 
The ion transport experiments were all performed in low triangularity JET L-mode plasmas 
with BT =
 3.36T, Ip =
 1.8MA (with ramps up to 3MA for q profile manipulation), ne0~3-4 10
19 m-3. 
The identification of threshold requires reaching very small core qi,, which can only be achieved 
with off-axis ICRH and no NBI (only blips of the CX beam). Therefore the thres hold can only be 
measured in low rotation plasmas. Stiffness can instead be identified both at low and high rotation, 
either from the slope of the qi
GB versus R/LTi  curve or from Ti modulation, as described in great 
detail in [13]. ICRH up to 7 MW (including ITER-like antenna) was in most cases applied in a 
resonant minority (3He)-D scheme (33 MHz on-axis, 29MHz off-axis at rtor~0.6) with 
3He con-
cen tra tion ~7% and 50-80% of the ICRH core power de liv ered to ther mal ions. (H)-D and (3He)-D 
Mode Conversion (3He~15-20%) were used as electron heat ing to increase the Te/Ti ratio. To obtain 
high rotation, NBI power up to 12MW was applied. Values of R/LTi from CX (time resolution: 10 
ms, space resolution: 8 cm) were averaged in time over the stationary intervals and calculated with 
respect to the flux surface minor radius r =
 (Rout-Rin)/2, where Rout and Rin are the outer and inner 
boundaries of the flux surface on the mag netic axis plane. The values of qi have been calculated 
using the SELFO [15] or PION [16] codes for ICRH and the PENCIL [17] code for NBI. Error bars 
are typically DR/LTi~±0.3-0.6 and Dqi
GB ~±3. The q profiles have been reconstructed by EFIT with 
pres sure profile and MSE or polarimeter constraints. ne and Te were measured by LIDAR or High 
Resolution Thomson Scattering and Te also by ECE radiometer.
3. EffEct of rotAtIon And q profIlE on Ion stIffnEss
3.1 Results of tRanspoRt expeRiments
Toroidal rotation emerges from JET experiments as the parameter that is mostly affecting the 
central part of the Ti profiles [12]. Figures 1a,b show the clear change in ion stiffness with rotation 
at rtor =
 0.33, whilst at rtor =
 0.64 ions appear very stiff irrespective of rotation. The rea son for the 
Ti ρi
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R
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3different behaviour has been identified in the value of magnetic shear (s) [18]. Low values of s 
(<~0.7) appear a necessary condition for ion stiffness reduction by rotation. Dedicated q profile 
scans with ion threshold and stiffness determination have been performed and the data at rtor =
 
0.33 are summarized in figure 1c. Low rotation data show high stiffness irrespective of the s value, 
and keep tight to threshold, whilst at high rotation the stiff ness reduction is larger at low s, allowing 
to reach R/LTi up to 10 even at low qi
GB. At rtor =
 0.64 instead the stiffness level is always very high, 
with R/LTi values similar to those in figure1b. In figure 1c it is also shown that even higher R/LTi 
(>10) is seen in high rotation shots when the q =
 2 surface is located at low s. This evidence is in 
line with observations of the beneficial role of low order rationals at small s on turbulent transport 
[19-22], for which a theoretical basis was proposed in [23]. The effect of ra tion als is reported both 
on ions and electrons [19-22] and also in absence of rotation [19, 22], so it appears as a different 
phenomenon, which adds to the stiffness mitigation discussed here, which is only observed on 
ions and strictly linked to rotation. The non-linear interaction between the two processes (through 
the link between ion heat and momentum transport) is likely the physics mechanism that allows 
reaching the highest R/LTi values, as discussed also in Sect.3.2. 
The stiffness dependence on s in presence of rotation gives origin to a common (but not really 
taken care of) feature in JET rotat ing shots, i.e. that Ti profile peaking decreases in time with 
current diffusion (Figure 2a). This is actually a simple observation that could be made in other 
machines to check if the same physics is also at play. In low rotating shots this Ti dynamics is com-
pletely absent (Fig ure 2b) and the Ti peaking is always the lowest and actually slightly increas ing in 
time, consis tently with the expected dependence of the ITG threshold on s/q (cfr. Sect.3). Figure 
3a shows the variation of the q and ne profiles between early and late times. A fairly small in crease 
in density peaking is observed whilst the current peaks, which is anyway present in both low and 
high rotation shots and cannot account for the different Ti behaviour. Ti modula tion data confirm 
the increase of ion stiffness as the q profile peaks in time in high rota tion discharges. Figure 3b 
shows profiles of the phase of the Ti modulation at early and later times, indi cating in the core 
region higher slopes (and therefore lower incremental diffusivity, i.e. lower stiffness [9]) at early 
times when the q profile is rather flat. The transport changes seen in figures 2a,b are accompanied 
by consistent changes in turbulence measured by correlation re flec to me try, as in figure 2c. Two 
probing microwave beams are launched and the radial sepa ration of their cut-off posi tions is 
scanned to obtain the reflecto meter correlation length L [24]. Variations in L result from changes 
in the correlation length of turbulence but also in the turbulence amplitude [25]. Lower L values in 
the outer region are associated with higher turbulence amplitude. However, comparing data at the 
same radius, we see that lower L values are measured at a given time for the high rotation pulse, 
consistent with decreased turbu lence correlation length in presence of larger rotational shear. In 
time, the decrease of core R/LTi shown in Fig.2a for the high rotation shot, and due to q profile 
peaking, is accompanied by a decrease of L at the inner radius, which, since rotational shear is 
stationary, can be attributed to rising core turbu lence [25], associated with increased stiffness. At 
outer plasma positions where R/LTi keeps constant, also L remains constant.
4Finally, an experiment has been devised to discriminate whether the key ingredient for ion stiffness 
mitigation is the rotation value or its shear [26]. The key idea was to compare shots with standard 
BT ripple (~0.08%) and shots with enhanced BT ripple up to 1.5%, in which both the edge and core 
rotation are reduced significantly by a counter-torque induced by fast ion losses, while in these 
discharges the core spatial gradient is less affected. Figure 4a shows that, in front of a significant 
change in rotation value without altering the gradient, the Ti profile is unchanged. Figure 4b 
summarizes all data. Low w is w<16 krad/s, low (high) ∇w is ∇w< (>) 24 krad/sm. It is clear that 
the high BT ripple data with low w but high ∇w belongs to the class of shots with reduced stiffness, 
so we can draw the conclusion that it is the gradient of rotation that matters for stiffness mitigation, 
not the absolute value.
3.2 evidence of ion stiffness mitigation in Jet advanced tokamak 
scenaRios
The physics of ion stiffness reduction in presence of rotational shear and small s can be at the basis 
of all situations of core ion improved confinement, as observed in Hybrid and Inter nal Transport 
Barriers (ITB), providing an alternative paradigm to the usual interpreta tion in terms of ExB flow 
shear and threshold up-shift. In fact, all these regimes feature q profiles with broad regions of low s 
and are always characterized by high rotation. In [27] the combined role of both rotation and low s 
was already evidenced from JET ITB experimental data.  
A sketch of the new proposed paradigm for the onset of improved ion core confinement is 
illustrated in figure 5. Full thick Ti lines are the attainable profiles in presence of rotation, whilst 
dashed thin Ti lines are the threshold profiles, to which Ti is bounded in absence of rota tion. The 
inner low s part in presence of rotation is dominated by stiffness effects, whilst the outer high s part 
(excluding the pedestal) is always stiff and close to threshold, which can increase slightly at higher 
s/q or Ti/Te. The non-stiff region is broadened by q profile shaping in Hy brids and ITBs with respect 
to H-modes, so that the increased R/LTi due to rotation impacts also on global confinement. In ITBs 
in addition to stiffness mitigation an important effect is played by main rationals at low s, which 
give an extra push in R/LTi (see also Sect.3.1) , acting as a trigger of the onset of very large R/LTi. 
This is due to the fact that the beneficial role of the rational increases the rotation gradient further, 
thereby further lowering ion stiffness in a non- linear feedback. The picture based on stiffness 
mitigation also implies that in absence of rotation no core ion improvement can take place, not 
even in presence of flat or reversed q profiles, which has been in fact experimentally confirmed 
both in JET [22, 29] and DIII-D [30]. In this case it was shown in [22] that, without the presence 
of de-stiffening by rotation, the rationals acting on stiff ions can only produce a glinch in Ti but not 
a sustained ITB. In ITBs the enhancement in H98 factor to ~1.5 is completely due to the high core 
gradients, whilst in Hybrids it has been shown over a large database [28] that the con tribution of 
pedestal to total energy is 20-40% (as in H-modes) and the H98 factor improve ment is due in equal 
parts to core and pedestal. The core improvement is found mainly located in the ion channel, which 
we interpret as due to stiffness mitigation, leading to an H98 increase by up to ~0.2. 
5In order to find evidence in JET Hybrid and ITB plasmas that the dynamics of figure 5 are indeed at 
play, in figure 6a we examine their position in the qi
GB vs R/LTi plot. The data at rtor=0.33 populate 
uniformly the region of high R/LTi and low qi
GB. The problem here, in ab sence of qi scans or Ti 
modulation, is to discriminate if this behaviour is mainly due to stiffness or threshold. In the 
core of Hybrids the linear threshold was found between 3.5 and 5 using GS2 [31], well below the 
actual R/LTi. The flow shearing rate is ~3-4 10
4 s-1, yielding threshold up-shifts ~1. The profiles 
then lie well above threshold even at small qi
GB, indicating low stiffness. This was also confirmed 
by NBI Ti modulation, which, although yielding lower and broader Ti modulation than ICRH 
and with associated rotation modulation, still provides amplitude and phase profiles that can only 
be explained in presence of very low stiffness. Moreover, changing Ti by degrading Ti pedestal by 
increasing BT ripple allows a scan in qi
GB, which also indicates low stiffness.
R/LTi vs s at low and high rotation is plotted in Figure 6b from a JET H-mode/Hybrid database. 
The scatter is due to the range in parameters in the database, in first place qi. Still, it is remarkable 
that the two clouds clearly separate at low s, with larger R/LTi at high rotation. The threshold values 
calculated using an analytical formula after [32] in the flat density limit
(2)
are also plotted in figure 6b. They indicate again that low rotation data are kept near threshold by 
high stiffness, and they have the expected trend to increase with s/q, whilst the high rotation data 
are allowed to significantly depart from threshold at low s by stiffness mitigation, but approach 
threshold again at high s, where rotation looses its effect on stiffness. This evidence suggests that 
stiffness mitigation in the broad low s region is at the origin of the improved core ion confinement 
in Hybrids. The dependence on s is also one reason why not much effect is seen in fully-diffused 
H-modes when ICRH power is substituted to NBI power, as discussed in [33]. In fact stiffness is 
observed to decrease from ICRH to NBI plasmas, but quantitatively the effect is weaker due to high 
s. In addition, ICRH has more peaked power depo sition than NBI, so the local normalized flux value 
is higher and the two effects compensate, yielding similar R/LTi. For ITBs, the profiles just before the 
trigger time yield wExB~1-2 10
4  s-1, not producing large threshold up-shift. Still, even in this phase 
the plasma is well above the linear threshold in presence of a heat flux well above neoclassical, which 
implies low stiffness. The ITB then develops, becoming particularly strong in presence of main 
rationals in low s regions, as discussed in [18]. In such fully developed ITB, the ITB itself generates a 
large localized rotation gradient at ITB location, with values of wExB~7-8 10
4 s-1, inducing significant 
threshold up-shifts. It is then difficult to separate the role of threshold and stiffness. Nevertheless, Ti 
modulation has been performed using 3He ICRH and shows that the ITB acts as a layer of very low 
incremental diffusivity, with sharp variation of amplitudes, indicating a very low slope of the qi vs 
R/LTi plot, as discussed in detail in [18]. We conclude that also in ion ITBs the pattern of decreasing 
stiffness plays a major role, with the threshold up-shift intervening in a non-linear feedback whilst 
the ITB develops.
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63.3 theoRetical investigations
In this section we address theory predictions of the effect of rotation on ion transport. In widely 
used quasi-linear transport models, such as Weiland [34] or GLF23 [35], which apply the Waltz 
rule on a given and restricted choice of spectral wave-numbers, rotation introduces only a (small) 
threshold up-shift and not a change in slope. Figure 7a shows the results from the Weiland model 
for one discharge of Fig.1 with s =0.57. The cases of no rotation and highest experimental rotation 
(gE
 = wExB/cs/a~0.1, with cs
 =(Te/mi)
1/2) are compared, with clear disagreement with experiment. 
Instead, the more recent gyro-fluid TGLF model [36], which makes use of full spectra, indicates a 
change in slope, in particular in the region of the knee, where the transition between fully developed 
turbulence and zonal flows quench ing takes place. Figure 7b shows the TGLF simulations, starting 
from the parameters of one low rotation discharge and scanning R/LTi and R/LTe in a prescribed 
ratio (taken from experiment) without and with rotation. Although the curve without rotation is 
not as steep as in experiment, we can clearly see a change in slope when adding rotation, which is 
actually dominant over the threshold up-shift, as in experiment. This effect is possibly due to the 
fact that there is differential suppression of turbulence at various wavelengths in the spectrum, with 
more suppression of the low stiffer wavelengths. Moreover, the change in stiffness with rotation is 
larger at low s, as shown in figure 7d and in agreement with experiments. Following these findings, 
the Weiland model has recently been modified to include the dependence of the fastest growing 
mode number on rotation [37]. The results with such revised version are also shown in figure 7a and 
indicate a marked change in slope as in experiment. The impact of s on the stiffness change is also 
correctly reproduced (figure 7e). The reason is that for large magnetic shear the radial correlation 
length is determined primarily by magnetic shear, whilst for low magnetic shear the correlation 
length is reduced by flow shear which cuts down larger eddies.
In order to verify these results, non-linear flux-tube electrostatic gyro-kinetic simulations using 
GYRO [38] have been made (figure 7c), including background rotation and electron-ion col lisions, 
for the same parameters as with TGLF. The box size is 62x222rs (rs
 =  (Temi)
1/2/eB) in x (radial) 
and y (binormal) directions, with 64 toroidal modes from kyrs
 =  0.028 to kyrs
 =  1.78 and with a 
minimum kxrs
 =  0.1 and max kxrs
 =  6.47 corresponding to a radial resolution dx/rs
 =  0.24. The 
radial box size corresponds to Dr/a =  0.125. Figure 8 illustrates the time behaviour of electrostatic 
potential comparing the n =  0 zonal component with the sum over all n>0 components, for one 
simulation near marginality and for one simulation at high flux. Whilst at high values of R/LTi the 
simulations saturate quickly and even with a smaller number of toroidal modes yield the same 
flux, at low values of R/LTi development of very large values of n=0 (zonal) electrostatic potential 
fluctuations is found, which strongly reduce transport and which obliged to perform simulations 
exceeding 1000 a/cs. The same results are obtained with double radial box size keeping the same 
radial resolution. We note that near marginality runs with reduced number of toroidal modes are not 
delivering the same strength of zonal flows. With 64 modes, due to the large zonal flows, turbulent 
transport is rapidly quenched to zero near threshold and there is no hint of stiffness mitigation at 
high rotation, but basically only a threshold up-shift. Similar results were obtained also with GKW 
7[39] as reported in [40] and recently with GS2 on a test case different from our experiments [41 
Fig.3a]. Also non-linear fluid simulations of Resistive Ballooning Modes (RBM) turbulence, which 
has essential features common with ITG turbulence, have found no significant effect of rotation 
on ion stiffness [42]. Since the mechanisms that were mentioned above as possible origin of the 
stiffness reduction in quasi-linear models are also included, and with most resolved treatment, 
in non-linear gyro-kinetic models, we have to admit that presently the impact of rotation on ion 
stiffness remains an open issue on the theory side. Another open issue is that none of the models in 
figure 7 is in fact reproducing correctly the low R/LTi values of low rotation experimental data. The 
two quasi-linear models yield lower stiffness than experimental low rotation shots, whilst GYRO 
non-linear simulations yield higher R/LTi mainly due to the non-linear Dimits threshold up-shift, 
whilst the experimental low rotation R/LTi values stay close to the linear threshold R/LTi,crit~3.6. 
It has also been verified by global gyro-kinetic simulations that there is no effect of turbulence 
spreading inside rtor
 =  0.4. Future efforts should explore the issue with other available gyro-kinetic 
codes, comparing global versus flux-tube and also fixed-flux versus fixed-gradient simulations.
4. pArAmEtrIc dEpEndEncEs of Ion thrEshold
From the results in Sect.2 it is clear that effects of Te/Ti and s/q on ion threshold should be investigated 
in low rotation plasmas, otherwise the phenomenon of stiffness mitigation due to rotation and low s 
can dominate over the threshold dependences. This point however was not clear before the present 
studies, and most experimental work addressing parametric dependences of ion heat transport 
was in fact carried out in rotating plasmas with high NBI heating. In this section we investigate the 
parametric dependences of ion threshold by using only low rotation plasmas and relying on the 
observation that at low rotation ions are stiff, so the actual measure of R/LTi even for on-axis ICRH 
gives a good approximation of the threshold value. From the theory side, linear stability analysis was 
carried out with the GS2 code, with Miller equilibrium, electrostatic approximation and collisions, 
calculating the linear growth rate at different R/LTi in order to extrapolate the threshold value at 
qi
GB =  0. The value of kqri
 =  0.3 was identified for the most unstable mode and used throughout the 
analysis. For the reference case shown in figure 1a (for which GS2 and FULL yield a linear threshold 
R/LTi~3.6) a very detailed sensitivity study of the value of linear threshold has been carried out 
using both GS2 and FULL [43]. It was found that electromagnetic and geometric effects have little 
effects on the threshold value; even considering up-down asymmetric equilibria with FULL the 
value is shifted up by only DR/LTi~0.5. Changing Zeff or adding a hot deuterium beam species also 
has little effect. Adding different species (such as impurities or ICRH fast ion minority species) can 
have a significant effect if the temperature profile of the species is significantly different from the 
main ion temperature profile. However, in the absence of measurements, such effects have been 
ignored, and when additional species have been added they have been assumed with the same R/LTi 
as the D ions. Finally, whilst the stability analysis at rtor
 =  0.33 is in general well defined as ITGs are 
the only or well dominant instabilities, at rtor
 =  0.64 due to the large R/LTe multiple roots are found, 
which complicate the determination of an ion threshold. Therefore the experimental analysis in the 
8next subsections is all carried out at rtor =
 0.33.
4.1 the effect of te/ti on ion thReshold
The role of Te/Ti has been extensively investigated experimentally [44-48] and theoretically 
[4,32,49,50]. Most of this experimental work has been carried out in plasmas with rotation [44-47] 
and a significant degradation of ion transport with increasing Te/Ti is reported. However in these 
studies there was no monitoring of rotation changes and their possible concomitant effects. In [48] 
the need to take into account the concomitant effect of Te/Ti and rotational shear was recognized. 
However, the two parameters were strongly coupled in the experiments, and the effect of each could 
not be experimentally separated. An attempt was made to estimate the contribution of the rotational 
shear using linear GS2 simulations, however assuming a ExB shear threshold up-shift from the 
Waltz rule, which according to the present JET findings is an underestimate of the rotation effect. 
The indication emerged anyway that the Te/Ti dependence is milder when the rotation contribution 
is taken into account. 
In JET, scans of Te/Ti  at similar q profile (s~0.5 at rtor =
 0.33) were carried out at low rotation, 
using the variation of power deposition from dominant electron in 3% (H)-D minority to dominant 
ion in 6-8% (3He)-D to dominant electron in 20% (3He)-D where mode conversion takes place. 
This led to a range in Te/Ti at rtor =
 0.33 from 1 to 1.6. To extend this range, previous experimental 
JET data in L-mode plasmas with BT =
 3T, Ip = 1.3 MA, ne0 =
 2 1019 m-3 and pure electron heating 
by Lower Hybrid (LH) were also considered, providing an excursion from Te/Ti ~1.7 to ~3.8 at 
rtor=0.33, although not being a fully homogeneous data-set with the main one. It is important to 
note that due to the very high ion stiffness at low rotation as discussed above, it is experimentally 
impossible to produce low rotation plasmas with Te/Ti <1, since adding ion power does not increase 
R/LTi and on the other hand the mere Ohmic power is sufficient to heat electrons at a similar level 
given their much lower stiffness level.
The results are summarized in figure 9. Red full circles are the measured R/LTi at rtor=0.33 of 
low rotation discharges and indicate a variation DR/LTi ~1 for 1<Te/Ti<1.6. The dependence from 
the second data-set in the range 1.7< Te/Ti <3.8 seems instead weaker. For comparison, in some 
discharges NBI power has been added, inducing rotation at two different levels. In these plasmas 
due to dominant NBI heating Te/Ti ≤1 and it is not possible to increase it because electrons become 
stiff and ion non-stiff, so the problem is reversed. It is evident that R/LTi exceeds threshold by a 
large factor as discussed previously, and dependences of stiffness on rotation and s completely mask 
the Te/Ti dependence of threshold. At low rotation, R/LTi is already a good estimate of threshold 
due to high stiffness, however an even better estimate can be achieved by assuming that the same 
stiffness level measured for Te/Ti =
 1 holds at all values of Te/Ti and then extrapolating to qi
GB = 0, 
as shown in figure 9b. This procedure yields the red open circles in figure 9a. For the ICRH data-
set linear GS2 simulations were carried out, whose results for a Te/Ti scan with s/q =
 0.57/1.3 ( = 
0.44) are shown in figure 9a. The agreement between data and GS2 predictions is pretty good in 
the range of Te/Ti explored. Eq.(2), although being a simplified model, can be used to infer the 
9trend over a broader range and compare with the LH data-set. Here the range 0.23<s/q<0.44 has 
been used because for the LH data-set MSE measurements are not available, so the q profile is 
somewhat uncertain. There is qualitative agreement with data in the prediction of a weaker trend 
at higher Te/Ti. As mentioned above, the stronger dependence predicted for Te/Ti <1 cannot be 
explored experimentally in absence of rotation. The conclusion is that in the core plasma where 
s/q<0.6 the effect of Te/Ti on ion threshold is modest in the range Te/Ti>1 (which is the relevant 
range for ITER operations). Large effects previously observed in rotating plasmas may be due both 
to concomitant rotation changes affecting ion stiffness and a stronger effect of Te/Ti on threshold in 
the range Te/Ti<1. In the outer part of the plasma where s/q is higher a stronger Te/Ti dependence 
is theoretically expected (see Eq.(2)), however in that region it is rather difficult to achieve Te/Ti 
values significantly departing from 1.
4.2 the effect of s/q on ion thReshold
The low rotation part of the experiments shown in figure 1c (made to study the effect of s on ion 
stiffness mitigation) constitutes an ideal dataset to study the impact of s/q on ion threshold. They 
are all characterized by Te/Ti ~1. Figure 10 shows that R/LTi at low rotation (a good approximation 
of threshold due to high stiffness) has a very weak positive dependence on s/q. The high rotation 
shots, shown for comparison, have much higher R/LTi due to stiffness reduction, decreasing with s as 
discussed above (see also figure 6b). The predictions of Eq.(2) are also shown, indicating reasonable 
agreement with the low rotation data. Linear gyro-kinetic thresholds have been calculated using 
GS2 when varying s and q separately. It turns out that in this region of parameters it is q rather than 
s that impacts on threshold, so that the two curves are not identical. In any case, the dependence 
of threshold on q profile is extremely weak for these shots in the core region, both in experiment 
and theory.
conclusIons
This paper has presented first detailed ion heat transport studies in JET in which heat flux scans 
and Ti modulation have allowed to separately identify ITG threshold and stiffness and study some 
parametric dependences. Threshold was found to behave as expected and also in good quantitative 
match with linear gyro-kinetic predictions, although no evidence of a non-linear threshold up-
shift emerges from the data, whilst it is present in non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations. The main 
mismatch between experiment and theory however regards the behaviour of stiffness. In experiments 
ion stiffness is extremely high in non-rotating plasmas, so that the Ti profile is dominated by 
threshold behaviour. However, stiffness is dramatically reduced when rotational shear is high and 
magnetic shear is low, and in these conditions the Ti profile is completely dominated by stiffness, 
which opens the possibility of improved ion core confinement. Theory yields mixed results on 
the stiffness reduction with rotation and low magnetic shear, with the more refined non-linear 
gyro-kinetic models being more distant from experiment than the quasi-linear fluid/gyro-fluid 
models. In addition, too high R/LTi values are predicted at low rotation by all models, either due 
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to not high enough stiffness or to the presence of a Dimits threshold up-shift. Global simulations 
did not help to improve such discrepancies with respect to experiment. Solving these problems 
appears a necessary step if we want to have a validated tool for predictions of ion heat transport in 
next generation devices. Although in JET the experimental result is robust and well reproducible, 
before claiming that there is something missing in gyro-kinetic simulations, one should first seek 
similar experimental evidence in machines different from JET, in order to provide further support 
to the experimental result. An ITPA joint project is already in place on this topic and experiments 
are being performed on C-MOD, DIII-D, AUG, TEXTOR and MAST. On other hand, more non-
linear gyro-kinetic simulations should be performed, comparing global vs local runs and fixed-
gradient vs fixed-flux approaches. One issue is that these simulations should address the region 
near marginality, which is the most challenging numerically and requires well-resolved, long 
and expensive simulations, but is in fact the operating domain of fusion relevant devices. Whilst 
waiting for further developments of the work both on the experimental and theoretical fronts, 
some indications emerge from the JET experiments in view of ITER operations:
- in standard H-mode,  the operation in absence of a significant rotational shear will not 
affect ITER performance much, since at high s the effect of stiffness mitigation is seen small. 
In these conditions, the most reliable predictions are the ones by stiff quasi-linear models 
(such as TGLF, GLF23, Weiland) although they are still possibly on the optimistic side in 
conditions well above threshold, as stiffness may be even higher. The non-linearly increased 
R/LTi yielded by non-linear gyro-kinetic simulations does not find support in present data. 
This conclusion is on the pessimistic side, since having core R/LTi~4 places a major role 
on the pedestal height in order to achieve Q=10, with all related problems for plasma-wall 
interaction.
- A dramatic effect of the absence of rotational shear is instead envisaged for ITER AT 
scenarios, which require improved core ion confinement and therefore would not be 
achievable without the beneficial effect of rotational shear. This argument can however be 
turned into a very positive one, if as it seems from recent momentum transport studies [51-
53] there will likely be rotation peaking even in the absence of core torque sources due to a 
sizeable momentum pinch. In fact, the beneficial effect of rotational shear through stiffness 
mitigation is seen in JET to exceed by far the well-known beneficial effect due to ExB shear 
threshold up-shift, thereby allowing operation with much higher R/LTi than presently 
foreseen and so with lower pedestal. In order to achieve these conditions, however, the 
possibility of operation with a core region of low magnetic shear must be guaranteed.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1: qiGB [=qi/[(ri/R)2vithniTi] with vith = (Ti/mi)1/2, ri = (Timi)1/2/eB] vs R/LTi at (a) rtor= 0.33, (b) rtor = 0.64 for 
similar plasmas with different levels of rotation.     :1<wt0 <2 104rad/s,    : 3<wt0 <4 104rad/s,     : 5<wt0 <6 104 rad/s. 
The dashed black line is indicative of neoclassical transport. The seg ments indicate the local slope deduced from 
modulation. The dotted lines represent the Critical Gradi ent Model (CGM) [11] with different values of cs. c)  Same 
at rtor = 0.33 for similar plasmas with different rotation and s values.
(After [18], copyright 2011 American Physical Society).
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Figure 2: a) Experimental (modulated) Ti at different radii versus time for the high rotation Pulse No: 77478 and b) 
for the low rotation Pulse No:  77447.  The thick full line is the central q and the thick dashed line is s at rtor = 0.33. 
c) Time evolution of the reflectometer radial correlation length at two loca tions for a low (Pulse No: 77455) and a 
high (Pulse No: 77477) rotating shot.
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Figure 3: a) Profiles of q from MSE and ne from HRTS at early and late times for the high rotation discharge 77478. 
The late ne profile has been renormalized to match the edge value at early time. b) Profiles of Ti and Ti modulation 
phase at early and late times for the high rotation discharge 77476.
Figure 4: a) rotation (circles) and Ti (squares) profiles with standard (open symbols) and enhanced (full symbols) BT 
ripple b) qiGB versus R/LTi at rtor = 0.25 in discharges where w and ∇w were decoupled using enhanced BT ripple.
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Figure 6: a) qiGB versus R/LTi at rtor = 0.33 for a set of Hybrids (green circles), ion ITBs at trigger time (blue open 
squares) and fully developed (blue full squares, diamonds with large ICRH fraction and reduced rotation). Fig1.a 
data is indicated by CGM fits. Neoclassical level and GS2 linear threshold for an Hybrid are shown. b) R/LTi versus s 
at various locations for rtor = 0.4-0.7 at low (red circles, ∇wt<50krad/(ms)) and high (black squares, ∇wt >130krad/
(ms))) rotation from a Hybrid and H-mode JET database. Crosses are threshold values from Eq.(2). (Adapted from 
[18], copyright 2011 American Physical Society)
Figure 5: Sketch for core ion stiffness mitigation in Hybrid and Ion ITBs (Optimized or Negative magnetic Shear). q and 
log Ti profiles are shown, arrows indicate the spatial extent of the low s region. See de tailed explanation in main text.
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Figure 7: qiGB versus R/LTi at rtor = 0.33 without rotation and with gE~0.1 from a set of a) Weiland, b) TGLF and c) 
GYRO simulations with s =0.57 compared with the data of Fig.1a. d) TGLF and e) revised Weiland (legend as in d)) 
simulations where s has been set to 0.2 and 1.2 but otherwise identical to those in a), b), c). (After [18], copyright 
2011 American Physical Society)
Figure 8: Time evolution of RMS electrostatic potential distinguishing n = 0 (zonal) and n>0 com-ponents in a non-
linear flux-tube GYRO simulations with 64 toroidal modes, gE
 = 0 and a) R/LTi = 5, b) R/LTi = 10.
(a) (b)
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Figure 9: a) R/LTi versus Te/Ti at rtor = 0.33 at different rotation levels (indicated as in Fig.1a). Full circles are actual 
R/LTi and open circles are extrapolations to qiGB = 0 as indicated in b). The dotted band is after Eq.(2) for 0.23<s/
q<0.44 and the line is the GS2 linear threshold at s/q = 0.57/1.3.  b) qiGB versus R/LTi at rtor = 0.33 for the same shots 
as in a). The lines are CGM fits of the Te/Ti = 1 data, translated in R/LTi in order to deduce the threshold values at 
different Te/Ti  for the ICRH discharges. 
Figure 10: R/LTi versus Te/Ti at rtor = 0.33 at low and high rotation (Te/Ti ~1) (same data as figure 1c). Crosses are 
threshold values after Eq.(2) and lines are GS2 linear thresholds for a q and a s scan.
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